The Underground Railroad Winner Of The
Pulitzer Prize For Fiction 2017
Yeah, reviewing a ebook The Underground Railroad Winner Of The Pulitzer Prize For Fiction
2017 could mount up your close contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be
successful. As understood, completion does not recommend that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as capably as understanding even more than other will give each success. bordering
to, the declaration as competently as perception of this The Underground Railroad Winner Of The
Pulitzer Prize For Fiction 2017 can be taken as with ease as picked to act.

Ruby (Oprah's Book Club 2.0) - Cynthia Bond
2015-02-10
A New York Times bestseller and Oprah Book
Club 2.0 selection, the epic, unforgettable story
of a man determined to protect the woman he
loves from the town desperate to destroy her.
This beautiful and devastating debut heralds the
arrival of a major new voice in fiction. Ephram
Jennings has never forgotten the beautiful girl
with the long braids running through the piney
woods of Liberty, their small East Texas town.
Young Ruby Bell, “the kind of pretty it hurt to
look at,” has suffered beyond imagining, so as
soon as she can, she flees suffocating Liberty for
the bright pull of 1950s New York. Ruby quickly
winds her way into the ripe center of the
city—the darkened piano bars and hidden
alleyways of the Village—all the while hoping for
a glimpse of the red hair and green eyes of her
mother. When a telegram from her cousin forces
her to return home, thirty-year-old Ruby finds
herself reliving the devastating violence of her
girlhood. With the terrifying realization that she
might not be strong enough to fight her way
back out again, Ruby struggles to survive her
memories of the town’s dark past. Meanwhile,
Ephram must choose between loyalty to the
sister who raised him and the chance for a life
with the woman he has loved since he was a boy.
Full of life, exquisitely written, and suffused with
the pastoral beauty of the rural South, Ruby is a
transcendent novel of passion and courage. This
wondrous page-turner rushes through the red
dust and gossip of Main Street, to the pit fire
where men swill bootleg outside Bloom’s Juke, to
Celia Jennings’s kitchen, where a cake is being
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made, yolk by yolk, that Ephram will use to try
to begin again with Ruby. Utterly transfixing,
with unforgettable characters, riveting
suspense, and breathtaking, luminous prose,
Ruby offers an unflinching portrait of man’s dark
acts and the promise of the redemptive power of
love. Ruby was a finalist for the PEN America
Robert Bingham Debut Novel Award, a Barnes &
Noble Discover Great New Writers selection,
and an Indie Next Pick.
The Underground Railroad (Television Tiein) - Colson Whitehead 2021-05-04
Colson Whitehead's Pulitzer Prize-winning,
National Book Award-winning, Oprah-anointed,
#1 New York Times bestselling novel that
explores America's troubled racial past as only
he can—now an original Amazon Prime Video
series directed by Barry Jenkins. Cora is a young
slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. An
outcast even among her fellow Africans, she is
on the cusp of womanhood—where even greater
pain awaits. And so when Caesar, a slave who
has recently arrived from Virginia, urges her to
join him on the Underground Railroad, she
seizes the opportunity and escapes with him. In
Whitehead's ingenious conception, the
Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor:
engineers and conductors operate a secret
network of actual tracks and tunnels beneath the
Southern soil. Cora embarks on a harrowing
flight from one state to the next, encountering
strange yet familiar iterations of her own world
at each stop. As Whitehead brilliantly recreates
the terrors of the antebellum era, he weaves in
the saga of our nation, from the brutal abduction
of Africans to the unfulfilled promises of the
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present day. The Underground Railroad is both
the gripping tale of one woman's will to escape
the horrors of bondage and a powerful
meditation on the history we all share. Look for
Colson Whitehead’s bestselling new novel,
Harlem Shuffle!
The Sport of Kings - C. E. Morgan 2016-05-03
A Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize Winner of the
Kirkus Prize for Fiction • A Recipient of the
Windham-Campbell Prize for Fiction • A Finalist
for the James Tait Black Prize for Fiction • A
Finalist for the Baileys Women's Prize for Fiction
• A Finalist for the Rathbones Folio Prize •
Longlisted for an Andrew Carnegie Medal for
Excellence • One of New York Times Book
Review 100 Notable Book Named a Best Book of
the Year by Entertainment Weekly • GQ • The
New York Times (Selected by Dwight Garner) •
NPR • The Wall Street Journal • San Francisco
Chronicle • Refinery29 • Booklist • Kirkus
Reviews • Commonweal Magazine "In its poetic
splendor and moral seriousness, The Sport of
Kings bears the traces of Faulkner, Morrison,
and McCarthy. . . . It is a contemporary
masterpiece."—San Francisco Chronicle Hailed
by The New Yorker for its “remarkable
achievements,” The Sport of Kings is an
American tale centered on a horse and two
families: one white, a Southern dynasty whose
forefathers were among the founders of
Kentucky; the other African-American, the
descendants of their slaves. It is a dauntless
narrative that stretches from the fields of the
Virginia piedmont to the abundant pastures of
the Bluegrass, and across the dark waters of the
Ohio River; from the final shots of the
Revolutionary War to the resounding clang of
the starting bell at Churchill Downs. As C. E.
Morgan unspools a fabric of shared histories,
past and present converge in a Thoroughbred
named Hellsmouth, heir to Secretariat and a
contender for the Triple Crown. Newly
confronted with one another in the quest for
victory, the two families must face the
consequences of their ambitions, as each is
driven---and haunted---by the same, enduring
question: How far away from your father can you
run? A sweeping narrative of wealth and
poverty, racism and rage, The Sport of Kings is
an unflinching portrait of lives cast in the
shadow of slavery and a moral epic for our time.
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Understanding Colson Whitehead - Derek C.
Maus 2021-04-07
An inviting point of entrance into the truth
seeking, genre defying novels of the awardwinning author In 2020 Colson Whitehead
became the youngest recipient of the Library of
Congress Prize for American Fiction. Although
Whitehead's widely divergent books complicate
overarching categorization, Derek C. Maus
argues that they are linked by their skepticism
toward the ostensible wisdom inherited from
past generations and the various forms of
"stories" that transmit it. Whitehead, best known
for his Pulitzer Prize winning novel The
Underground Railroad, bids readers to
accompany him on challenging, often openended literary excursions designed to
reexamine—and frequently defy—accepted
notions of truth. Understanding Colson
Whitehead unravels the parallel structures found
within Whitehead's books from his 1999 debut
The Intuitionist through 2019's The Nickel Boys,
for which he won his second Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction. By first imitating and then violating
their conventions, Whitehead attempts to
transcend the limits of the formulas of the
genres in which he seems to write. Whitehead
similarly tests subject matter, again imitating
and then satirizing various forms of conventional
wisdom as a means of calling out unexamined,
ignored, or malevolent aspects of American
culture. Although it is only one of many subjects
that Whitehead addresses, race is often central
to his work. It serves as a prime example of
Whitehead's attempt to prompt his readers into
revisiting their assumptions about meanings and
values. By upending the literary formulas of the
detective novel, the heroic folktale, the comingof-age story, the zombie apocalypse, the slave
narrative, and historical fiction, Whitehead
reveals the flaws and shortcomings by which
Americans have defined themselves. In addition
to evoking such explicitly literary storytelling
traditions, Whitehead also directs attention
toward other interrelated historical and cultural
processes that influence how race, class, gender,
education, social status, and other categories of
identity determine what an individual
supposedly can and cannot do.
Sontag - Benjamin Moser 2019-09-17
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE Finalist for
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the Lambda Literary Award Finalist for the
PEN/Jacqueline Bograd Weld Award for
Biography Named one of the Best Books of the
Year by: O Magazine, Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel, Seattle Times The definitive portrait of
one of the American Century’s most towering
intellectuals: her writing and her radical
thought, her public activism and her hidden
private face No writer is as emblematic of the
American twentieth century as Susan Sontag.
Mythologized and misunderstood, lauded and
loathed, a girl from the suburbs who became a
proud symbol of cosmopolitanism, Sontag left a
legacy of writing on art and politics, feminism
and homosexuality, celebrity and style, medicine
and drugs, radicalism and Fascism and
Freudianism and Communism and Americanism,
that forms an indispensable key to modern
culture. She was there when the Cuban
Revolution began, and when the Berlin Wall
came down; in Vietnam under American
bombardment, in wartime Israel, in besieged
Sarajevo. She was in New York when artists
tried to resist the tug of money—and when many
gave in. No writer negotiated as many worlds;
no serious writer had as many glamorous lovers.
Sontag tells these stories and examines the work
upon which her reputation was based. It
explores the agonizing insecurity behind the
formidable public face: the broken relationships,
the struggles with her sexuality, that
animated—and undermined—her writing. And it
shows her attempts to respond to the cruelties
and absurdities of a country that had lost its
way, and her conviction that fidelity to high
culture was an activism of its own. Utilizing
hundreds of interviews conducted from Maui to
Stockholm and from London to Sarajevo—and
featuring nearly one hundred images—Sontag is
the first book based on the writer’s restricted
archives, and on access to many people who
have never before spoken about Sontag,
including Annie Leibovitz. It is a definitive
portrait—a great American novel in the form of a
biography.
The Return - Hisham Matar 2016-06-30
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE IN
BIOGRAPHY WINNER OF THE RATHBONES
FOLIO PRIZE SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILLIE
GIFFORD PRIZE FOR NON-FICTION
SHORTLISTED FOR THE COSTA BIOGRAPHY
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AWARD SHORTLISTED FOR THE NATIONAL
BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FOR
AUTOBIOGRAPHY WINNER OF THE SLIGHTLY
FOXED BEST FIRST BIOGRAPHY PRIZE ONE
OF THE NEW YORK TIMES' TOP 10 BOOKS OF
2016 The Return is at once a universal and an
intensely personal tale. It is an exquisite
meditation on how history and politics can bear
down on an individual life. And yet Hisham
Matar's memoir isn't just about the burden of
the past, but the consolation of love, literature
and art. It is the story of what it is to be human.
Hisham Matar was nineteen when his father was
kidnapped and taken to prison in Libya. He
would never see him again. Twenty-two years
later, the fall of Gaddafi meant he was finally
able to return to his homeland. In this moving
memoir, the author takes us on an illuminating
journey, both physical and psychological; a
journey to find his father and rediscover his
country. 'A beautifully-written memoir that
skillfully balances a graceful guide through
Libya's recent history with the author's dogged
quest to find his father' Barack Obama
The Noble Hustle - Colson Whitehead
2015-03-03
From the two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of The Underground Railroad and The Nickel
Boys • “Whitehead proves a brilliant sociologist
of the poker world.” —The Boston Globe In 2011,
Grantland magazine gave bestselling novelist
Colson Whitehead $10,000 to play at the World
Series of Poker in Las Vegas. It was the
assignment of a lifetime, except for one
hitch—he’d never played in a casino tournament
before. With just six weeks to train, our humble
narrator took the Greyhound to Atlantic City to
learn the ways of high-stakes Texas Hold’em.
Poker culture, he discovered, is marked by joy,
heartbreak, and grizzled veterans playing
against teenage hotshots weaned on Internet
gambling. Not to mention the not-to-be
overlooked issue of coordinating Port Authority
bus schedules with your kid’s drop-off and
pickup at school. Finally arriving in Vegas for
the multimillion-dollar tournament, Whitehead
brilliantly details his progress, both literal and
existential, through the event’s antes and turns,
through its gritty moments of calculation, hope,
and spectacle. Entertaining, ironic, and
strangely profound, this epic search for meaning
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at the World Series of Poker is a sure bet. Look
for Colson Whitehead’s bestselling new novel,
Harlem Shuffle!
The Nickel Boys - Colson Whitehead 2020
Tallahassee, Florida, 1960s: Brought up by his
loving, strict and clear-sighted grandmother,
Elwood Curtis is about to enroll at the local
black college. But one innocent mistake is
enough to destroy his future, and so Elwood
arrives instead at the Nickel Academy, which
claims to provide training for its inmates to
become "honorable and honest men". In reality,
the Nickel Academy is a chamber of horrors,
where abuse is rife. Stunned to find himself in
this vicious environment, Elwood attempts to
live by Dr. Martin Luther King's assertion,
"Throw us in jail and we will still love you." But
his new friend Turner believes the only way to
survive is to emulate the cruelty of their
oppressors. The tension between Elwood's
idealism and Turner's skepticism leads to a
decision that will have decades-long
repercussions...
The Underground Railroad (Oprah's Book
Club) - Colson Whitehead 2016-08-02
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Award, the #1 New York Times bestseller
from Colson Whitehead, a magnificent tour de
force chronicling a young slave's adventures as
she makes a desperate bid for freedom in the
antebellum South. Now an original Amazon
Prime Video series directed by Barry Jenkins.
Cora is a slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia.
Life is hell for all the slaves, but especially bad
for Cora; an outcast even among her fellow
Africans, she is coming into womanhood—where
even greater pain awaits. When Caesar, a recent
arrival from Virginia, tells her about the
Underground Railroad, they decide to take a
terrifying risk and escape. Matters do not go as
planned—Cora kills a young white boy who tries
to capture her. Though they manage to find a
station and head north, they are being hunted.
In Whitehead’s ingenious conception, the
Underground Railroad is no mere
metaphor—engineers and conductors operate a
secret network of tracks and tunnels beneath the
Southern soil. Cora and Caesar’s first stop is
South Carolina, in a city that initially seems like
a haven. But the city’s placid surface masks an
insidious scheme designed for its black denizens.
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And even worse: Ridgeway, the relentless slave
catcher, is close on their heels. Forced to flee
again, Cora embarks on a harrowing flight, state
by state, seeking true freedom. Like the
protagonist of Gulliver’s Travels, Cora
encounters different worlds at each stage of her
journey—hers is an odyssey through time as well
as space. As Whitehead brilliantly re-creates the
unique terrors for black people in the pre–Civil
War era, his narrative seamlessly weaves the
saga of America from the brutal importation of
Africans to the unfulfilled promises of the
present day. The Underground Railroad is at
once a kinetic adventure tale of one woman’s
ferocious will to escape the horrors of bondage
and a shattering, powerful meditation on the
history we all share. Look for Colson
Whitehead’s best-selling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
Elijah of Buxton (Scholastic Gold) Christopher Paul Curtis 2012-09-01
Master storyteller Christopher Paul Curtis's
Newbery Honor novel, featuring his trademark
humor and unique narrative voice, is now part of
the Scholastic Gold line! Elijah of Buxton,
recipient of the Newbery Honor and winner of
the Coretta Scott King Award, joins the
Scholastic Gold line, which features awardwinning and beloved novels. This edition
includes exclusive bonus content!Eleven-year-old
Elijah lives in Buxton, Canada, a settlement of
runaway slaves near the American border.
Elijah's the first child in town to be born free,
and he ought to be famous just for that -- not to
mention for being the best at chunking rocks
and catching fish. Unfortunately, all that most
people see is a "fra-gile" boy who's scared of
snakes and tends to talk too much. But
everything changes when a former slave steals
money from Elijah's friend, who has been saving
to buy his family out of captivity in the South.
Now it's up to Elijah to track down the thief -and his dangerous journey just might make a
hero out of him, if only he can find the courage
to get back home.
The Underground Railroad - Colson Whitehead
2018-01-30
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Award, this #1 New York Times bestseller
chronicles a young slave's adventures as she
makes a desperate bid for freedom in the
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antebellum South. The basis for the acclaimed
original Amazon Prime Video series directed by
Barry Jenkins. Cora is a slave on a cotton
plantation in Georgia. An outcast even among
her fellow Africans, she is on the cusp of
womanhood—where greater pain awaits. And so
when Caesar, a slave who has recently arrived
from Virginia, urges her to join him on the
Underground Railroad, she seizes the
opportunity and escapes with him. In Colson
Whitehead's ingenious conception, the
Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor:
engineers and conductors operate a secret
network of actual tracks and tunnels beneath the
Southern soil. Cora embarks on a harrowing
flight from one state to the next, encountering,
like Gulliver, strange yet familiar iterations of
her own world at each stop. As Whitehead
brilliantly re-creates the terrors of the
antebellum era, he weaves in the saga of our
nation, from the brutal abduction of Africans to
the unfulfilled promises of the present day. The
Underground Railroad is both the gripping tale
of one woman's will to escape the horrors of
bondage—and a powerful meditation on the
history we all share. Look for Colson
Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
The Underground Railroad - Colson
Whitehead 2017-04-26
Cora is a slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia.
All the slaves lead a hellish existence, but Cora
has it worse than most; she is an outcast even
among her fellow Africans and she is
approaching womanhood, where it is clear even
greater pain awaits. When Caesar, a slave
recently arrived from Virginia, tells her about
the Underground Railroad, they take the
perilous decision to escape to the North. In
Whitehead's razor-sharp imagining of the
antebellum South, the Underground Railroad
has assumed a physical form: a dilapidated box
car pulled along subterranean tracks by a steam
locomotive, picking up fugitives wherever it can.
Cora and Caesar's first stop is South Carolina, in
a city that initially seems like a haven. But its
placid surface masks an infernal scheme
designed for its unknowing black inhabitants.
And even worse: Ridgeway, the relentless slave
catcher sent to find Cora, is close on their heels.
Forced to flee again, Cora embarks on a
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harrowing flight, state by state, seeking true
freedom. At each stop on her journey, Cora
encounters a different world. As Whitehead
brilliantly recreates the unique terrors for black
people in the pre-Civil War era, his narrative
seamlessly weaves the saga of America, from the
brutal importation of Africans to the unfulfilled
promises of the present day. The Underground
Railroad is at once the story of one woman's
ferocious will to escape the horrors of bondage
and a shatteringly powerful meditation on
history.
The Colossus of New York - Colson Whitehead
2007-12-18
In a dazzlingly original work of nonfiction, the
two time Pulitzer-Prize winning author of The
Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys
recreates the exuberance, the chaos, the
promise, and the heartbreak of New York. Here
is a literary love song that will entrance anyone
who has lived in—or spent time—in the greatest
of American cities. A masterful evocation of the
city that never sleeps, The Colossus of New York
captures the city’s inner and outer landscapes in
a series of vignettes, meditations, and personal
memories. Colson Whitehead conveys with
almost uncanny immediacy the feelings and
thoughts of longtime residents and of
newcomers who dream of making it their home;
of those who have conquered its challenges; and
of those who struggle against its cruelties.
Whitehead’s style is as multilayered and
multifarious as New York itself: Switching from
third person, to first person, to second person,
he weaves individual voices into a jazzy musical
composition that perfectly reflects the way we
experience the city. There is a funny, knowing
riff on what it feels like to arrive in New York for
the first time; a lyrical meditation on how the
city is transformed by an unexpected rain
shower; and a wry look at the ferocious battle
that is commuting. The plaintive notes of the
lonely and dispossessed resound in one passage,
while another captures those magical moments
when the city seems to be talking directly to you,
inviting you to become one with its rhythms. The
Colossus of New York is a remarkable portrait of
life in the big city. Ambitious in scope, gemlike
in its details, it is at once an unparalleled tribute
to New York and the ideal introduction to one of
the most exciting writers working today. Look
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for Colson Whitehead’s bestselling new novel,
Harlem Shuffle!
The Nickel Boys (Winner 2020 Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction) - Colson Whitehead
2019-07-16
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • In this Pulitzer
Prize-winning follow-up to The Underground
Railroad, Colson Whitehead brilliantly
dramatizes another strand of American history
through the story of two boys unjustly sentenced
to a hellish reform school in Jim Crow-era
Florida. When Elwood Curtis, a black boy
growing up in 1960s Tallahassee, is unfairly
sentenced to a juvenile reformatory called the
Nickel Academy, he finds himself trapped in a
grotesque chamber of horrors. Elwood’s only
salvation is his friendship with fellow
“delinquent” Turner, which deepens despite
Turner’s conviction that Elwood is hopelessly
naive, that the world is crooked, and that the
only way to survive is to scheme and avoid
trouble. As life at the Academy becomes ever
more perilous, the tension between Elwood’s
ideals and Turner’s skepticism leads to a
decision whose repercussions will echo down the
decades. Based on the real story of a reform
school that operated for 111 years and warped
the lives of thousands of children, The Nickel
Boys is a devastating, driven narrative that
showcases a great American novelist writing at
the height of his powers and “should further
cement Whitehead as one of his generation's
best" (Entertainment Weekly). Look for Colson
Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
The Souvenir Museum - Elizabeth McCracken
2021-04-13
LONGLISTED FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD AND THE STORY PRIZE Award-winning
author Elizabeth McCracken is an undisputed
virtuoso of the short story, and this new
collection features her most vibrant and
heartrending work to date In these stories, the
mysterious bonds of family are tested,
transformed, fractured, and fortified. A recent
widower and his adult son ferry to a craggy
Scottish island in search of puffins. An actress
who plays a children’s game-show villainess
ushers in the New Year with her deadbeat half
brother. A mother, pining for her children, feasts
on loaves of challah to fill the void. A new couple
the-underground-railroad-winner-of-the-pulitzer-prize-for-fiction-2017

navigates a tightrope walk toward love. And on a
trip to a Texas water park with their son, two
fathers each confront a personal fear. With
sentences that crackle and spark and showcase
her trademark wit, McCracken traces how our
closely held desires—for intimacy, atonement,
comfort—bloom and wither against the
indifferent passing of time. Her characters
embark on journeys that leave them indelibly
changed—and so do her readers. The Souvenir
Museum showcases the talents of one of our
finest contemporary writers as she tenderly
takes the pulse of our collective and individual
lives.
Gateway to Freedom: The Hidden History of
the Underground Railroad - Eric Foner
2015-01-19
The dramatic story of fugitive slaves and the
antislavery activists who defied the law to help
them reach freedom. More than any other
scholar, Eric Foner has influenced our
understanding of America's history. Now,
making brilliant use of extraordinary evidence,
the Pulitzer Prize–winning historian once again
reconfigures the national saga of American
slavery and freedom. A deeply entrenched
institution, slavery lived on legally and
commercially even in the northern states that
had abolished it after the American Revolution.
Slaves could be found in the streets of New York
well after abolition, traveling with owners doing
business with the city's major banks, merchants,
and manufacturers. New York was also home to
the North’s largest free black community,
making it a magnet for fugitive slaves seeking
refuge. Slave catchers and gangs of kidnappers
roamed the city, seizing free blacks, often
children, and sending them south to slavery. To
protect fugitives and fight kidnappings, the city's
free blacks worked with white abolitionists to
organize the New York Vigilance Committee in
1835. In the 1840s vigilance committees
proliferated throughout the North and began
collaborating to dispatch fugitive slaves from the
upper South, Washington, and Baltimore,
through Philadelphia and New York, to Albany,
Syracuse, and Canada. These networks of
antislavery resistance, centered on New York
City, became known as the underground
railroad. Forced to operate in secrecy by hostile
laws, courts, and politicians, the city’s
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underground-railroad agents helped more than
3,000 fugitive slaves reach freedom between
1830 and 1860. Until now, their stories have
remained largely unknown, their significance
little understood. Building on fresh
evidence—including a detailed record of slave
escapes secretly kept by Sydney Howard Gay,
one of the key organizers in New York—Foner
elevates the underground railroad from folklore
to sweeping history. The story is inspiring—full
of memorable characters making their first
appearance on the historical stage—and
significant—the controversy over fugitive slaves
inflamed the sectional crisis of the 1850s. It
eventually took a civil war to destroy American
slavery, but here at last is the story of the
courageous effort to fight slavery by "practical
abolition," person by person, family by family.
Sag Harbor - Colson Whitehead 2010-06-15
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the two-time
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys: a
hilarious and supremely original novel set in the
Hamptons in the 1980s, "a tenderhearted
coming-of-age story fused with a sharp look at
the intersections of race and class” (The New
York Times). Benji Cooper is one of the few
Black students at an elite prep school in
Manhattan. But every summer, Benji escapes to
the Hamptons, to Sag Harbor, where a small
community of Black professionals have built a
world of their own. The summer of ’85 won’t be
without its usual trials and tribulations, of
course. There will be complicated new
handshakes to fumble through and state-of-theart profanity to master. Benji will be tested by
contests big and small, by his misshapen haircut
(which seems to have a will of its own), by the
New Coke Tragedy, and by his secret Lite FM
addiction. But maybe, just maybe, this summer
might be one for the ages. Look for Colson
Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
Intimacies - Katie Kitamura 2022-07-19
A NEW YORK TIMES TOP 10 BOOK OF 2021
LONGLISTED FOR THE 2021 NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD IN FICTION ONE OF BARACK
OBAMA’S FAVORITE 2021 READS AN INSTANT
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A BEST BOOK OF
2021 FROM Washington Post, Vogue, Time,
Oprah Daily, New York Times, Los Angeles
the-underground-railroad-winner-of-the-pulitzer-prize-for-fiction-2017

Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Atlantic, Kirkus
and Entertainment Weekly “Intimacies is a
haunting, precise, and morally astute novel that
reads like a psychological thriller…. Katie
Kitamura is a wonder.” —Dana Spiotta, author of
Wayward and Eat the Document “One of the
best novels I’ve read in 2021.” – Dwight Garner,
The New York Times A novel from the author of
A Separation, an electrifying story about a
woman caught between many truths. An
interpreter has come to The Hague to escape
New York and work at the International Court. A
woman of many languages and identities, she is
looking for a place to finally call home. She's
drawn into simmering personal dramas: her
lover, Adriaan, is separated from his wife but
still entangled in his marriage. Her friend Jana
witnesses a seemingly random act of violence, a
crime the interpreter becomes increasingly
obsessed with as she befriends the victim's
sister. And she's pulled into an explosive political
controversy when she’s asked to interpret for a
former president accused of war crimes. A
woman of quiet passion, she confronts power,
love, and violence, both in her personal
intimacies and in her work at the Court. She is
soon pushed to the precipice, where betrayal
and heartbreak threaten to overwhelm her,
forcing her to decide what she wants from her
life.
The Black History Book - DK 2021-11-23
Discover the rich and complex history of the
peoples of Africa, and the struggles and
triumphs of Black cultures and communities
around the world. With profiles of key people,
movements, and events, The Black History Book
brings together accounts of the most significant
ideas and milestones in Black history and
culture. This vital and thought-provoking ebook
presents a bold and accessible overview of the
history of the African continent and its peoples from the earliest human migrations to modern
Black communities and the African diaspora.
Powerful images and innovative infographics
bring to life the stories of the early kingdoms of
Ancient Egypt, Nubia, and Carthage; the
powerful empires of the Medieval and Early
Modern eras; and the struggle against European
colonizers. Black history and culture beyond the
African continent is also explored in detail including the Atlantic Slave Trade; the
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quilombos (slave resistance camps) of Brazil; the
Harlem Renaissance and Jazz Age; the
"Windrush" migration; Civil Rights and Black
feminist movements; and Black Lives Matter.
Using the "Big Ideas" series' trademark
combination of authoritative, accessible text and
bold graphics, The Black History Book examines
the achievements and struggles of Black
communities across the world up to the modern
day, as well as the influence of Black cultures on
art, literature, and music the world over.
Hell of a Book - Jason Mott 2022-06-28
***2021 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER***
***THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER*** Winner of
the 2021 Sir Walter Raleigh Award for Fiction,
Joyce Carol Oates Literary Prize Finalist, 2022
Chautauqua Prize Finalist, Willie Morris Award
for Southern Writing Shortlist, 2021 Aspen
Words Literary Prize Shortlist, 2022 Maya
Angelou Book Award Shortlist, 2022 Carnegie
Medal Longlist A Read With Jenna Today Show
Book Club Pick! An Ebony Magazine Publishing
Book Club Pick! One of Washington Post's 50
Notable Works of Fiction | One of Philadelphia
Inquirer's Best Books of 2021 | One of Shelf
Awareness's Top Ten Fiction Titles of the Year |
One of TIME Magazine’s 100 Must-Read Books |
One of NPR.org's "Books We Love" | EW’s
"Guide to the Biggest and Buzziest Books of
2021" | One of the New York Public Library's
Best Books for Adults | San Diego Union
Tribune—My Favorite Things from 2021 |
Writer's Bone's Best Books of 2021 | Atlanta
Journal Constitution—Top 10 Southern Books of
the Year | One of the Guardian's (UK) Best Ten
21st Century Comic Novels | One of
Entertainment Weekly's 15 Books You Need to
Read This June | On Entertainment Weekly's
"Must List" | One of the New York Post's Best
Summer Reading books | One of GMA's 27 Books
for June | One of USA Today's 5 Books Not to
Miss | One of Fortune's 21 Most Anticipated
Books Coming Out in the Second Half of 2021 |
One of The Root's PageTurners: It’s Getting Hot
in Here | One of Real Simple's Best New Books
to Read in 2021 An astounding work of fiction
from New York Times bestselling author Jason
Mott, always deeply honest, at times electrically
funny, that goes to the heart of racism, police
violence, and the hidden costs exacted upon
Black Americans and America as a whole In
the-underground-railroad-winner-of-the-pulitzer-prize-for-fiction-2017

Jason Mott’s Hell of a Book, a Black author sets
out on a cross-country publicity tour to promote
his bestselling novel. That storyline drives Hell
of a Book and is the scaffolding of something
much larger and more urgent: Mott’s novel also
tells the story of Soot, a young Black boy living
in a rural town in the recent past, and The Kid, a
possibly imaginary child who appears to the
author on his tour. As these characters’ stories
build and converge, they astonish. For while this
heartbreaking and magical book entertains and
is at once about family, love of parents and
children, art and money, it’s also about the
nation’s reckoning with a tragic police shooting
playing over and over again on the news. And
with what it can mean to be Black in America.
Who has been killed? Who is The Kid? Will the
author finish his book tour, and what kind of
world will he leave behind? Unforgettably told,
with characters who burn into your mind and an
electrifying plot ideal for book club discussion,
Hell of a Book is the novel Mott has been writing
in his head for the last ten years. And in its final
twists, it truly becomes its title.
The Internal Enemy: Slavery and War in
Virginia, 1772-1832 - Alan Taylor 2013-09-09
Drawn from new sources, a Pulitzer Prizewinning historian presents a gripping narrative
that recreates the events that inspired hundreds
of slaves to pressure British admirals into
becoming liberators by using their intimate
knowledge of the countryside to transform the
war.
The Underground Railroad - Colson Whitehead
2021-04-27
Sag Harbor - Colson Whitehead 2009-04-28
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the two-time
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys: a
hilarious and supremely original novel set in the
Hamptons in the 1980s, "a tenderhearted
coming-of-age story fused with a sharp look at
the intersections of race and class” (The New
York Times). Benji Cooper is one of the few
Black students at an elite prep school in
Manhattan. But every summer, Benji escapes to
the Hamptons, to Sag Harbor, where a small
community of Black professionals have built a
world of their own. The summer of ’85 won’t be
without its usual trials and tribulations, of
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course. There will be complicated new
handshakes to fumble through and state-of-theart profanity to master. Benji will be tested by
contests big and small, by his misshapen haircut
(which seems to have a will of its own), by the
New Coke Tragedy, and by his secret Lite FM
addiction. But maybe, just maybe, this summer
might be one for the ages. Look for Colson
Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
Biggest Flirts - Jennifer Echols 2014-05-20
Tia and Will’s lives get flipped upside down
when they’re voted Yearbook’s Biggest Flirts in
this sassy novel from the author of Endless
Summer and The One That I Want. Tia just
wants to have fun. She’s worked hard to earn
her reputation as the life of the party, and she’s
ready for a carefree senior year of hanging out
with friends and hooking up with cute boys. And
her first order of business? New guy Will. She
can’t get enough of his Midwestern accent and
laidback swagger. As the sparks start to fly, Will
wants to get serious. Tia’s seen how caring too
much has left her sisters heartbroken, and she
isn’t interested in commitment. But pushing Will
away drives him into the arms of another girl.
Tia tells herself it’s no big deal…until the
yearbook elections are announced. Getting voted
Biggest Flirts with Will is, well, awkward. They
may just be friends, but their chemistry is
beginning to jeopardize Will’s new
relationship—and causing Tia to reconsider her
true feelings. What started as a lighthearted
fling is about to get very complicated…
Instructions for a Heatwave - Maggie
O'Farrell 2013-06-18
An unforgettable narrative—from the New York
Times bestselling author of Hamnet—of a family
falling apart and coming together with hardwon, life-changing truths about who they really
are. “Strange weather brings out strange
behavior.” London, 1976. In the thick of a
record-breaking heatwave, Gretta Riordan’s
newly retired husband has cleaned out his bank
account and vanished. Now, for the first time in
years, Gretta calls her children home: Michael
Francis, a history teacher whose marriage is
failing; Monica, whose blighted past has driven a
wedge between her and her younger sister; and
Aoife, the youngest, whose new life in
Manhattan is elaborately arranged to conceal a
the-underground-railroad-winner-of-the-pulitzer-prize-for-fiction-2017

devastating secret. In a story that stretches from
the Upper West Side to a village on the coast of
Ireland, Maggie O’Farrell explores the mysteries
that inhere within families, and reveals the fault
lines over which we build our lives. Don’t miss
Maggie O’Farrell’s new novel, The Marriage
Portrait, coming in September!
The Underground Railroad - Colson
Whitehead 2016-08-02
The Topeka School - Ben Lerner 2019-10-01
A NEW YORK TIMES, TIME, GQ, Vulture, and
WASHINGTON POST TOP 10 BOOK of the YEAR
ONE OF BARACK OBAMA'S FAVOURITE
BOOKS OF THE YEAR Finalist for the Los
Angeles Times Book Prize, and the National
Book Critics Circle Award Shortlisted for the
Rathbones Folio Prize Winner of the Hefner
Heitz Kansas Book Award From the awardwinning author of 10:04 and Leaving the Atocha
Station, a tender and expansive family drama set
in the American Midwest at the turn of the
century, hailed by Maggie Nelson as Ben
Lerner's "most discerning, ambitious, innovative,
and timely novel to date." Adam Gordon is a
senior at Topeka High School, class of '97. His
mother, Jane, is a famous feminist author; his
father, Jonathan, is an expert at getting "lost
boys" to open up. They both work at a
psychiatric clinic that has attracted staff and
patients from around the world. Adam is a
renowned debater, expected to win a national
championship before he heads to college. He is
one of the cool kids, ready to fight or, better,
freestyle about fighting if it keeps his peers from
thinking of him as weak. Adam is also one of the
seniors who bring the loner Darren Eberheart-who is, unbeknownst to Adam, his father's
patient--into the social scene, to disastrous
effect. Deftly shifting perspectives and time
periods, The Topeka School is the story of a
family, its struggles and its strengths: Jane's
reckoning with the legacy of an abusive father,
Jonathan's marital transgressions, the challenge
of raising a good son in a culture of toxic
masculinity. It is also a riveting prehistory of the
present: the collapse of public speech, the trolls
and tyrants of the New Right, and the ongoing
crisis of identity among white men.
The Underground Railroad - Colson
Whitehead 2018-01-30
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Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Award, this #1 New York Times bestseller
chronicles a young slave's adventures as she
makes a desperate bid for freedom in the
antebellum South. The basis for the acclaimed
original Amazon Prime Video series directed by
Barry Jenkins. Cora is a slave on a cotton
plantation in Georgia. An outcast even among
her fellow Africans, she is on the cusp of
womanhood—where greater pain awaits. And so
when Caesar, a slave who has recently arrived
from Virginia, urges her to join him on the
Underground Railroad, she seizes the
opportunity and escapes with him. In Colson
Whitehead's ingenious conception, the
Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor:
engineers and conductors operate a secret
network of actual tracks and tunnels beneath the
Southern soil. Cora embarks on a harrowing
flight from one state to the next, encountering,
like Gulliver, strange yet familiar iterations of
her own world at each stop. As Whitehead
brilliantly re-creates the terrors of the
antebellum era, he weaves in the saga of our
nation, from the brutal abduction of Africans to
the unfulfilled promises of the present day. The
Underground Railroad is both the gripping tale
of one woman's will to escape the horrors of
bondage—and a powerful meditation on the
history we all share. Look for Colson
Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
Charlotte Gray - Sebastian Faulks 2014-09-03
Faulks's first novel since the extraordinary
success of Birdsong is written with the same
passion, power and breadth of vision. Set in
England and France during the darkest days of
World War II, Charlotte Gray, like Birdsong,
depicts a complex love affair that is both shaped
and thwarted by war. It is 1942. London is
blacked out, but France is under a greater
darkness, as the occupying Nazi forces encroach
ever closer in a tense waiting game. Charlotte
Gray, a volatile but determined young woman,
travels south from Edinburgh. Working in
London, she has a brief but intense love affair
with an RAF pilot. When his plane is lost over
France, she contrives to go there herself to work
in the Resistance and to search for him--but then
is unwilling to leave as she finds that the
struggle for the country's fate is intimately
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linked to her own battle to take control of her
life. Faulks's novel is an examination of lost
paradises, politics without belief, the limits of
memory, the redemptive power of art and the
existence of hope beyond reason. It is also a
brilliant evocation of life in Occupied France
and, more significantly, a revelation of the
appalling price many Frenchmen paid to survive
in unoccupied, so-called Free France. As the
men, women and children of Charlotte's small
town prepare to meet their terrible destiny, the
truth of what took place in wartime France is
finally exposed. When private lives and public
events fatally collide, the roots of the characters'
lives are torn up and exposed. These harrowing
scenes are presented with the passion and
narrative force that readers will recall from
Birdsong. Charlotte Gray will attract even more
readers to Faulks's remarkable fiction.
Imagine Me Gone - Adam Haslett 2016-05-03
From a Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award
finalist, a ferociously intimate story of a family
facing the ultimate question: how far will we go
to save the people we love the most? When
Margaret's fiancée, John, is hospitalized for
depression in 1960s London, she faces a choice:
carry on with their plans despite what she now
knows of his condition, or back away from the
suffering it may bring her. She decides to marry
him. Imagine Me Gone is the unforgettable story
of what unfolds from this act of love and faith. At
the heart of it is their eldest son, Michael, a
brilliant, anxious music fanatic who makes sense
of the world through parody. Over the span of
decades, his younger siblings -- the savvy and
responsible Celia and the ambitious and tightly
controlled Alec -- struggle along with their
mother to care for Michael's increasingly
troubled and precarious existence. Told in
alternating points of view by all five members of
the family, this searing, gut-wrenching, and yet
frequently hilarious novel brings alive with
remarkable depth and poignancy the love of a
mother for her children, the often inescapable
devotion siblings feel toward one another, and
the legacy of a father's pain in the life of a
family. With his striking emotional precision and
lively, inventive language, Adam Haslett has
given us something rare: a novel with the power
to change how we see the most important people
in our lives. "Haslett is one of the country's most
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talented writers, equipped with a sixth sense for
characterization"-Wall Street Journal "Ambitious
and stirring . . . With Imagine Me Gone , Haslett
has reached another level."-New York Times
Book Review
Here in the After - Marion Frith 2021-09
Two damaged people, one unlikely friendship
and a way to find hope in the darkness. Anna has
survived the worst. So has Nat. Two broken
souls, struggling to find a place in a world they
no longer fit. Anna is the victim of a terrorist
attack in which 11 others were murdered. Nat is
an Army veteran who fought in Afghanistan.
They have so little in common. And so much. A
friendship stirs between them, tentative and
unlikely, its foundation the violence they have
seen and the memories that stalk them.
Together, they begin to search for a way back
home. But when Nat's wife falls unexpectedly
pregnant, terrible ghosts from his wartime past
rise up and much more than a friendship is at
stake. Here, in the After is a poignant and
uplifting exploration of the legacy of trauma and
the healing power of connection.
John Henry Days - Colson Whitehead 2009-06-03
From the two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of The Underground Railroad and The Nickel
Boys Colson Whitehead’s triumphant novel is on
one level a multifaceted retelling of the story of
John Henry, the black steel-driver who died
outracing a machine designed to replace him.
On another level it’s the story of a disaffected,
middle-aged black journalist on a mission to set
a record for junketeering who attends the annual
John Henry Days festival. It is also a highvelocity thrill ride through the tunnel where
American legend gives way to American pop
culture, replete with p. r. flacks, stamp
collectors, blues men , and turn-of-the-century
song pluggers. John Henry Days is an acrobatic,
intellectually dazzling, and laugh-out-loud funny
book that will be read and talked about for years
to come. Look for Colson Whitehead’s
bestselling new novel, Harlem Shuffle!
Apex Hides the Hurt - Colson Whitehead
2007-01-09
This New York Times Notable Book from the
two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys is a
brisk, comic tour de force about identity, history,
and the adhesive bandage industry. The town of
the-underground-railroad-winner-of-the-pulitzer-prize-for-fiction-2017

Winthrop has decided it needs a new name. The
resident software millionaire wants to call it
New Prospera; the mayor wants to return to the
original choice of the founding black settlers;
and the town’s aristocracy sees no reason to
change the name at all. What they need, they
realize, is a nomenclature consultant. And, it
turns out, the consultant needs them. But in a
culture overwhelmed by marketing, the name is
everything and our hero’s efforts may result in
not just a new name for the town but a new and
subtler truth about it as well. Look for Colson
Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
The Lightkeepers - Abby Geni 2016-01-01
Winner of the 2016 B&N Discover Great New
Writers Award for Fiction In The Lightkeepers,
we follow Miranda, a nature photographer who
travels to the Farallon Islands, an exotic and
dangerous archipelago off the coast of
California, for a one–year residency capturing
the landscape. Her only companions are the
scientists studying there, odd and quirky
refugees from the mainland living in rustic
conditions; they document the fish populations
around the island, the bold trio of sharks called
the Sisters that hunt the surrounding waters,
and the overwhelming bird population who, at
times, create the need to wear hard hats as
protection from their attacks. Shortly after her
arrival, Miranda is assaulted by one of the
inhabitants of the islands. A few days later, her
assailant is found dead, perhaps the result of an
accident. As the novel unfolds, Miranda gives
witness to the natural wonders of this special
place as she grapples with what has happened to
her and deepens her connection (and her
suspicions) to her companions, while falling
under the thrall of the legends of the place
nicknamed ""the Islands of the Dead."" And
when more violence occurs, each member of this
strange community falls under suspicion.
The Underground Railroad (Pulitzer Prize
Winner) (National Book Award Winner) (Oprah's
Book Club) - Colson Whitehead 2016-08-02
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Award, this #1 New York Times bestseller
chronicles a young slave's adventures as she
makes a desperate bid for freedom in the
antebellum South. The basis for the acclaimed
original Amazon Prime Video series directed by
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Barry Jenkins. Cora is a slave on a cotton
plantation in Georgia. An outcast even among
her fellow Africans, she is on the cusp of
womanhood—where greater pain awaits. And so
when Caesar, a slave who has recently arrived
from Virginia, urges her to join him on the
Underground Railroad, she seizes the
opportunity and escapes with him. In Colson
Whitehead's ingenious conception, the
Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor:
engineers and conductors operate a secret
network of actual tracks and tunnels beneath the
Southern soil. Cora embarks on a harrowing
flight from one state to the next, encountering,
like Gulliver, strange yet familiar iterations of
her own world at each stop. As Whitehead
brilliantly re-creates the terrors of the
antebellum era, he weaves in the saga of our
nation, from the brutal abduction of Africans to
the unfulfilled promises of the present day. The
Underground Railroad is both the gripping tale
of one woman's will to escape the horrors of
bondage—and a powerful meditation on the
history we all share. Look for Colson
Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
Zone One - Colson Whitehead 2012-07-10
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the two-time
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys: A
pandemic has devastated the planet, sorting
humanity into two types: the uninfected and the
infected, the living and the living dead. After the
worst of the plague is over, armed forces
stationed in Chinatown’s Fort Wonton have
successfully reclaimed the island south of Canal
Street—aka Zone One. Mark Spitz is a member
of one of the three-person civilian sweeper units
tasked with clearing lower Manhattan of the
remaining feral zombies. Zone One unfolds over
three surreal days in which Spitz is occupied
with the mundane mission of straggler removal,
the rigors of Post-Apocalyptic Stress Disorder
(PASD), and the impossible task of coming to
terms with a fallen world. And then things start
to go terribly wrong… At once a chilling horror
story and a literary novel by a contemporary
master, Zone One is a dazzling portrait of
modern civilization in all its wretched,
shambling glory. Look for Colson Whitehead’s
bestselling new novel, Harlem Shuffle!
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The Intuitionist - Colson Whitehead 2012-05-23
This debut novel by the two time Pulitzer Prizewinning author of The Underground Railroad
and The Nickel Boys wowed critics and readers
everywhere and marked the debut of an
important American writer. Nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read It is a time of calamity in a major
metropolitan city's Department of Elevator
Inspectors, and Lila Mae Watson, the first black
female elevator inspector in the history of the
department, is at the center of it. There are two
warring factions within the department: the
Empiricists, who work by the book and dutifully
check for striations on the winch cable and such;
and the Intuitionists, who are simply able to
enter the elevator cab in question, meditate, and
intuit any defects. Lila Mae is an Intuitionist and,
it just so happens, has the highest accuracy rate
in the entire department. But when an elevator
in a new city building goes into total freefall on
Lila Mae's watch, chaos ensues. It's an election
year in the Elevator Guild, and the good-old-boy
Empiricists would love nothing more than to
assign the blame to an Intuitionist. But Lila Mae
is never wrong. The sudden appearance of
excerpts from the lost notebooks of
Intuitionism's founder, James Fulton, has also
caused quite a stir. The notebooks describe
Fulton's work on the "black box," a perfect
elevator that could reinvent the city as radically
as the first passenger elevator did when
patented by Elisha Otis in the nineteenth
century. When Lila Mae goes underground to
investigate the crash, she becomes involved in
the search for the portions of the notebooks that
are still missing and uncovers a secret that will
change her life forever. Look for Colson
Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
Gateway to Freedom - Eric Foner 2016-02-02
The dramatic story of fugitive slaves and the
antislavery activists who defied the law to help
them reach freedom. More than any other
scholar, Eric Foner has influenced our
understanding of America's history. Now,
making brilliant use of extraordinary evidence,
the Pulitzer Prize–winning historian once again
reconfigures the national saga of American
slavery and freedom. A deeply entrenched
institution, slavery lived on legally and
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commercially even in the northern states that
had abolished it after the American Revolution.
Slaves could be found in the streets of New York
well after abolition, traveling with owners doing
business with the city's major banks, merchants,
and manufacturers. New York was also home to
the North’s largest free black community,
making it a magnet for fugitive slaves seeking
refuge. Slave catchers and gangs of kidnappers
roamed the city, seizing free blacks, often
children, and sending them south to slavery. To
protect fugitives and fight kidnappings, the city's
free blacks worked with white abolitionists to
organize the New York Vigilance Committee in
1835. In the 1840s vigilance committees
proliferated throughout the North and began
collaborating to dispatch fugitive slaves from the
upper South, Washington, and Baltimore,
through Philadelphia and New York, to Albany,
Syracuse, and Canada. These networks of
antislavery resistance, centered on New York
City, became known as the underground
railroad. Forced to operate in secrecy by hostile
laws, courts, and politicians, the city’s
underground-railroad agents helped more than
3,000 fugitive slaves reach freedom between
1830 and 1860. Until now, their stories have
remained largely unknown, their significance
little understood. Building on fresh
evidence—including a detailed record of slave
escapes secretly kept by Sydney Howard Gay,
one of the key organizers in New York—Foner
elevates the underground railroad from folklore
to sweeping history. The story is inspiring—full
of memorable characters making their first
appearance on the historical stage—and
significant—the controversy over fugitive slaves
inflamed the sectional crisis of the 1850s. It
eventually took a civil war to destroy American
slavery, but here at last is the story of the
courageous effort to fight slavery by "practical
abolition," person by person, family by family.
Harlem Shuffle - Colson Whitehead 2021-09-14
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the
two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys, this
gloriously entertaining novel is “fast-paced,
keen-eyed and very funny ... about race, power
and the history of Harlem all disguised as a
thrill-ride crime novel" (San Francisco
Chronicle). "Ray Carney was only slightly bent
the-underground-railroad-winner-of-the-pulitzer-prize-for-fiction-2017

when it came to being crooked..." To his
customers and neighbors on 125th street,
Carney is an upstanding salesman of reasonably
priced furniture, making a decent life for himself
and his family. He and his wife Elizabeth are
expecting their second child, and if her parents
on Striver's Row don't approve of him or their
cramped apartment across from the subway
tracks, it's still home. Few people know he
descends from a line of uptown hoods and
crooks, and that his façade of normalcy has more
than a few cracks in it. Cracks that are getting
bigger all the time. Cash is tight, especially with
all those installment-plan sofas, so if his cousin
Freddie occasionally drops off the odd ring or
necklace, Ray doesn't ask where it comes from.
He knows a discreet jeweler downtown who
doesn't ask questions, either. Then Freddie falls
in with a crew who plan to rob the Hotel
Theresa—the "Waldorf of Harlem"—and
volunteers Ray's services as the fence. The heist
doesn't go as planned; they rarely do. Now Ray
has a new clientele, one made up of shady cops,
vicious local gangsters, two-bit pornographers,
and other assorted Harlem lowlifes. Thus begins
the internal tussle between Ray the striver and
Ray the crook. As Ray navigates this double life,
he begins to see who actually pulls the strings in
Harlem. Can Ray avoid getting killed, save his
cousin, and grab his share of the big score, all
while maintaining his reputation as the go-to
source for all your quality home furniture needs?
Harlem Shuffle's ingenious story plays out in a
beautifully recreated New York City of the early
1960s. It's a family saga masquerading as a
crime novel, a hilarious morality play, a social
novel about race and power, and ultimately a
love letter to Harlem. But mostly, it's a joy to
read, another dazzling novel from the Pulitzer
Prize and National Book Award-winning Colson
Whitehead.
The Night Watchman - Louise Erdrich
2020-03-03
WINNER OF THE 2021 PULITZER PRIZE FOR
FICTION NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
WASHINGTON POST, AMAZON, NPR, CBS
SUNDAY MORNING, KIRKUS, CHICAGO
PUBLIC LIBRARY, AND GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
BEST BOOK OF 2020 Based on the
extraordinary life of National Book Awardwinning author Louise Erdrich’s grandfather
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who worked as a night watchman and carried
the fight against Native dispossession from rural
North Dakota all the way to Washington, D.C.,
this powerful novel explores themes of love and
death with lightness and gravity and unfolds
with the elegant prose, sly humor, and depth of
feeling of a master craftsman. Thomas Wazhashk
is the night watchman at the jewel bearing plant,
the first factory located near the Turtle
Mountain Reservation in rural North Dakota. He
is also a Chippewa Council member who is
trying to understand the consequences of a new
“emancipation” bill on its way to the floor of the
United States Congress. It is 1953 and he and
the other council members know the bill isn’t
about freedom; Congress is fed up with Indians.
The bill is a “termination” that threatens the
rights of Native Americans to their land and
their very identity. How can the government
abandon treaties made in good faith with Native
Americans “for as long as the grasses shall
grow, and the rivers run”? Since graduating high
school, Pixie Paranteau has insisted that
everyone call her Patrice. Unlike most of the
girls on the reservation, Patrice, the class
valedictorian, has no desire to wear herself
down with a husband and kids. She makes jewel
bearings at the plant, a job that barely pays her
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enough to support her mother and brother.
Patrice’s shameful alcoholic father returns home
sporadically to terrorize his wife and children
and bully her for money. But Patrice needs every
penny to follow her beloved older sister, Vera,
who moved to the big city of Minneapolis. Vera
may have disappeared; she hasn’t been in touch
in months, and is rumored to have had a baby.
Determined to find Vera and her child, Patrice
makes a fateful trip to Minnesota that introduces
her to unexpected forms of exploitation and
violence, and endangers her life. Thomas and
Patrice live in this impoverished reservation
community along with young Chippewa boxer
Wood Mountain and his mother Juggie Blue, her
niece and Patrice’s best friend Valentine, and
Stack Barnes, the white high school math
teacher and boxing coach who is hopelessly in
love with Patrice. In the Night Watchman,
Louise Erdrich creates a fictional world
populated with memorable characters who are
forced to grapple with the worst and best
impulses of human nature. Illuminating the loves
and lives, the desires and ambitions of these
characters with compassion, wit, and
intelligence, The Night Watchman is a majestic
work of fiction from this revered cultural
treasure.
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